Films42 booking terms and conditions – revised 9/3/2018
A non-refundable deposit of £100 is required to confirm your booking.
Full payment of the remaining balance is required no later than 14 days before the filming date.
All prices are inclusive of VAT where applicable.
Should you need to cancel a confirmed booking at any stage, you will only lose your deposit. However all efforts
will be made to accommodate any date change requests from yourself.
Live musicians (including organists) have rights to their own performances. Please obtain permission from any
artists who will be present on your day. Any additional charges are to be covered by yourself. If this becomes a
problem, the other option is not to film any live performers.
Please obtain filming consent from all your venues prior to the filming date. If a particular venue is concerned we
can contact them in advance and discuss arrangements to iron out any conflicts (we always film as discreetly as
possible and negate most problems using remote cameras if needed). Of course we can tailor any filming to avoid
consent issues.
Booking with Films42 grants David Doidge copyright of the images and video footage captured during filming for
promotional purposes only.
A finalised copy of your edited film(s) will be held on our server for six months after you take delivery. Within this
period additional copies can be purchased, after six months we cannot guarantee supply.
The recording and limited manufacture licence through PRS covers up to 5 digital downloads via Google Drive for
at least six months. Each user will need a free Google account to play and download the files. Extended download
licences can be purchased via Films42 if more are required. We make no profit on these transactions.
Films42 (David Doidge) cannot be held responsible for outside filming issues caused by adverse weather
conditions. We will however use weather-proof equipment to obtain footage where ever practically possible.
All of our packages include the possibility of up to 3 hours of ‘editing alterations’ in total following the online film
approval. Additional alterations over 3 hours can be accommodated at £20/hour.
If you are not completely satisfied with your edited film(s) uploaded for approval, we will offer you a full refund.
In the unlikely event that your film cannot be produced, liability is limited to the monies that have been paid.
We want to you to be completely satisfied with your final film and will take every care to resolve any issues you
may have. Above all else we hope you enjoy your special day.
By booking with Films42 you accept these terms and conditions.

